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Since 1969 when the District Distribution Operating Centers were
established, there has been an increasing demand in East Bay and San Joaquin
Divisions for improved electric operating reliability, operating cost control,
and supervision of operating personnel as well as others involved in operating
the Districts' system. Other areas of increasing emphasis have been upon
operator training, the coordination of operations with engineering, and the
auditing of the overall operation of the Districts' assigned jurisdictions. In
the past year alone, new responsibilities included the Reduced Voltage and
Involuntary Circuit Curtailment Programs. In the past, these important activities
have been largely the responsibility of the Distri.ct and Divjsion Engineering and
Division Operating Centers rather than the District Operating Center where they
are more properly placed.

In the past. Company attempted to accomplish the above goals by estab-
lishing the exempt position of Supervising Distribution Operator in San Joaquin
Division, and more recently, in East Bay Division. Union conceded then as it
does now, that Company proceeded to establish the Supervisory Distribution
Operator position in full good faith for the purposes outlined; however, it
grieved the action solely because it had the effect of removing certain adminis-
trative work formerly performed by the Chief Distribution Operator classification
from the bargaining unit, redistributing certain Chief Distribution Operator work
to remaining Distribution Operators within the District and eliminating the Chief
Distribution Operator classification from the line of progression contained in
the Bargaining Agreement. In Arbitration Case 61, which r.esu1ted fr.omUnion's
grievance, the Arbitrator found that because such effects obtained from Company's
action, that Company was not free, within the terms of the Agreement, to carry out
all of its action absent mutual agreement between Company and Union.

Pursuant to the Award in·Arbitration Case 61, representatives of Company
and Unicnhave bargained with regard to the issues raised by Union's grievance
and have agreed that:

1. Company may establish the exempt position of Supervising Distribution
Operator in San Joaquin and East Bay Divisions. These new positions will, as
originally contemplated by Company, plan, coordinate, and supervise all the



activities mentioned in the opening paragraph of this letter. They will act as
supervisors within the meaning of the National Labor Relations Act and will not
per-form bargaining unit work except in accol:dance with our understanding with
respect to supervisors performing bargaining unit work contained in the 1966
bargaining settlement between Company and Union.

2. Company will maintain one Operator-in-Training classification in
each district headquarters in East Bay and San Joaquin formerly staffed by a
Chief Distribution Operator. Such classification, or.one higher in the line of
progression, in each such 'headquarters, shall be permanently filled until and
unless Union agrees to the contrary.

3. The classification of Chief Distribution Operator shall be deleted
from Exhibits X and VI-F of the Physical Agreement.

4. Pursuant to the provisions of Arbitration Case 61, this document
shall constitute our entire agreement with regard to deleting the present classi-
fication of Chief Distribution Operator.

If you are in accord with the foregoing and agree thereto, please so
indicate in the space provided below and return one executed copy of this letter
to Company.

The Union is in accord with the foregoing and it agrees thereto as of
the date hereof.
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